“The same thing happened at Matria”
Pete Petit would like us to examine his track record of running public companies. We
find that Pete and his close-knit board & management has a tendency to run them into
the ground.

Figure 1 Extract from Conference Call Transcript (S&P) - Oct 27, 2017

While we prepare a report which will expose numerous MiMedx PODs, we will share a quick history of
MiMedx’s track record:
This report concerns MiMedx directors Parker “Pete” H Petit, Debbie Dean and Joseph “Joe” G Bleser and their
previous positions at other Petit companies; Healthdyne Inc., Healthdyne Information Enterprises (HIE),
Healthdyne Maternity Management (HMM) and Matria Healthcare.
The events detailed in this report resulted in a catastrophic collapse of Matria’s share price due to earnings
downgrades and revision of future performance.
MiMedx will surely be quick to point out that the suit was defeated however this did not prevent shareholders
in Matria Healthcare from losing millions to Petit & Friends’ self-serving actions.
A shareholder lawsuit was filed against Petit and others alleging that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Information regarding Matria’s IT system’s shortcomings was withheld from shareholders
Petit controlled the company during a time in which he was in no position to do so: failing to disclose
these facts to shareholders.
Petit ignored counsel from senior staff in favour of purchasing an inappropriate IT solution from a
company in which he had an interest.
The above was done after consultation from another Petit-controlled entity
Petit and others conspired to artificially support and inflate Matria’s stock price in order to secure
performance incentives including forgiveness of loans.

The events above are pertinent as they not only involve Petit but also MiMedx board member Joseph G Bleser
and Debbie Dean. Viceroy finds it nigh-impossible for these two individuals to be unaware of the nature of the
events that transpired at Matria under Petit’s stewardship.
After being the target of a short report from Off Wall Street, Matria was eventually sold at well-below its peak
price in 2008. The acquirer sold the business in 2014 for a 50% haircut.
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Matria’s history and legal woes
Matria healthcare was home to many of MiMedx’s current board of directors and executive management
including CEO Parker “Pete” Petit, J. Terry Dewberry, Deborah “Debbie” Dean, Thornton Kuntz, Donald E
Fetterolf and Joseph G Bleser.
For some historical background: Matria Healthcare Inc.’s precursor Healthdyne, Inc. was founded in 1970 and
eventually split into Healthdyne Information Enterprises & Healthdyne Maternity Management (HMM). HMM
later merged with Tokos Medical forming Matria Healthcare. Healthdyne Information Enterprises later became
HIE, then Healthcare.com.

Figure 2 Graph of events from 1994 - 1996

Matria was not without its share of legal woes, as we have previously delved into, namely a shareholder class
action, two whistleblower lawsuits and a short report which, among other things, claimed Matria sold supplies
to dead people.
This report concerns the events leading up to Matria Healthcare’s share price collapse in 2002, the result of
actions by Petit.

The Class Action
The legal woes which led to Matria’s shareholder class action accusations include allegations that Petit and
management had concealed fundamental issues in Matria’s IT operations and purchased an unsuitable IT
solution – the Confer system – against the company’s best interests.
This is significant as a major part of Matria’s business operated in the IT health management field. The allegations
levelled at Petit and Matria management were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Petit assumed control of the company’s operations around January 2000, 9 months before he was
meant to have officially returned to the company in October, 2000
Petit and management concealed severe problems in Matria’s IT infrastructure from shareholders. The
problems began to impact earnings and resulted in downward guidance. Matria’s share price tumbled.
Petit leveraged these problems to “purchase technology and services from companies in which he had
financial interests”, often against recommendations of senior Matria staff.
Petit failed to disclose or misleadingly presented his interest in related party companies.
Petit and management conspired to pump Matria’s share price as personal loans would be forgiven if
the share price reached $24 before January 1, 2002.
Management (including Petit) failed to make provisions for a loan to a former officer of the company.

All the above is publicly available knowledge, easily found through searching court documents. When viewed
within the light of the recent events at MiMedx, other facts begin to stand out, notably the involvement of
MiMedx director Joseph G Bleser and Executive VP Debbie Dean.

Self-Interested Dealings
According to statements from company employees, the Confer system was recommended to Matria by an
“outside consultant” from Healthcare.com. Note that this decision was not supported by Matria personnel
familiar with the problems it was supposed to fix.

Figure 3 Extract from Barr et al vs Matria Healthcare1

Confer, together with Healthcare.com were subsequently acquired by X-care.net for and Pete Petit became a
substantial investor of X-care.net in early 2001:

Figure 4 Extract from Barr et al vs Matria Healthcare2

These issues came to a head in early-2002 when Matria was forced to issue an earnings warning for Q4 of 2001:
as a result the share price declined 28%. Later, in June 2002 Matria announced a disappointing outlook for 2002
and 2003 citing IT system obsolescence, difficulty implementing IT systems. The stock price dropped from $12
to ~$4.

Figure 5 Timeline of events at Matria Healthcare
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Figure 6 Chart of Matria Healthcare share price

Matria also acquired two other software solutions from HIE; CloverLeaf and Emerge. At
least one of these solutions was not installed more than a year and a half after its
purchase (if ever) due to problems in Cloverleaf.

Figure 7 Extract from Barr et al vs Matria Healthcare3

Viewed independently this seems to be a Matria-only problem however two members of Petit’s inner circle
involved with these events are now at MiMedx in senior roles; director Joseph G Bleser and Executive VP Debbie
Dean.
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See above

Joseph G Bleser
Joseph G Bleser is a long standing MiMedx director.
Further investigation has revealed that while these events were transpiring at Matria, Bleser held several senior
positions at Healthdyne, Healthcare.com and Quovadx 4. Bleser’s roles in these companies behind Matria’s IT
debacle alternated throughout the years:
•

•

Healthdyne Information Enterprises, later Healthcare.com
o CFO from 20/3/1995 (Healthdyne)
o CFO from 3/1995 to 5/1998 (Healthcare.com)
o Director and executive vice president from 10/1997 – 7/1998
o Independent financial consultant from 7/1998 – 6/2004
Quovadx, formed by merger of X-care.net and Healthcare.com
o Director from 10/2001 – 2004

Figure 8 Extract from Barr et al vs Matria Healthcare5

Note that as CFO of Healthdyne, Bleser would have been working with Petit during the period of the class action
events. The shareholder suit seems to omit the complicity of those in contact with Petit at Healthcare.com during
the class period however Viceroy believes senior Healthcare.com personnel would have been aware of Petit
playing both camps at the time.
On September 11, 2001 X-care.net renamed the combined entities Quovadx, Inc.

Figure 9 Extract from Barr et al vs Matria Healthcare6

In 2007 Quovadx was issued a cease-and-desist letter from the SEC for its conduct in 2002 and 2003 in which it
improperly recognized $12m of revenue from 4 customers7. Bleser was a director and consultant at the time of
incidence.

Figure 10 Healthcare.com Consulting Agreement with Joseph G Bleser8
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In 2007 Quovadx was issued a cease-and-desist letter from the SEC for its conduct in
2002 and 2003 in which it improperly recognized $12m of revenue from 4 customers 9.

Bleser’s directorship at Matria began on October 19, 2004 some 4 months after his term at Quovadx expired.

Figure 11 Extract from Matria Healthcare Inc Proxy Statement April 30, 200710

Joseph G Bleser currently sits on the board of directors at MiMedx however note that Bleser’s profile does not
mention Matria, Healthdyne, Healthcare.com or Quovadx.

Figure 12 Extract from Joseph G Bleser’s profile on MiMedx’s Directors page11

Did Bleser play a role in Quovadx leading up to the SEC cease-and-desist?
Did Bleser play a role in the Confer Fiasco at Matria Healthcare?
Why does Bleser’s MiMedx website Director profile omit his significant roles at
Healthdyne, Healthcare.com, Quovadx and Matria?

Deborah Dean
Deborah Dean is a current Executive VP at MiMedx and serves as its Chief Compliance Officer.
A HIE press release dated September 27, 1999 features statements from Dean and lists her position as senior
VP of HIE research and development. Concerningly the release is about the Cloverleaf message broker engine,
one of the software solutions (along with Emerge) purchased by Matria to work with Confer. The Emerge IT
solution was not installed at the time the shareholder class action came to court, more than a year after the
announcement of the purchase.

Figure 13 Extract from HIE Releases New Version of Flagship EAI Solution12
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This is made even more damning as Emerge IT solution was developed - or at least marketed - by HIE while Petit
and Bleser were both on the board of directors at HIE.

Figures 14 Extract from HIE 10-K 1998

The above shows that Dean would have been at least aware of the dealings between Healthcare.com/HIE,
Quovadx and Matria Healthcare. In addition to this, Petit and Bleser must both have known to some extent the
capabilities & drawbacks of the Emerge system or easily been able to gauge them.

Are MiMedx shareholders aware of the events that transpired at Matria,
Healthcare.com/HIE and Quovadx under the watch of at least 3 senior MiMedx
management?

Summary
MiMedx is scrambling to assure investors that their interests are being well looked after by management and
the board of directors.
The rhetoric being put forward by the company insists on viewing recent research into MiMedx as “malicious
innuendo” instead of fact. Management claim that all is well and Parker Petit insists on mentioning, at every
opportunity, his upstanding conduct at Matria as a qualifier. For reference, Matria was sold at well-below its
peak price after Off-Wall Street investigated the business and found – amongst other things – Matria was selling
product to dead people.
Given what we have detailed above investors should think twice before accepting these credentials.
Matria shareholders lost their money due to Petit & Friends self-serving behavior: that is a fact.
Parker Petit (CEO), Joseph G Bleser (Director) and Debbie Dean (Executive VP) were all involved in the events
that transpired at Matria: that is a fact.
Viceroy will soon release details of numerous PODs.

